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Traditional image segmentation is the process of subdividing an image into smallerregions based on

some notion of homogeneity or cohesiveness among groups of pixels. Several prominent traditional seg-

mentation algorithms have been based on graph theoretic methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. However, these methods

have been notoriously difficult to quantitatively evaluate since there is no formal definition of the segmenta-

tion problem (see [7, 8] for some approaches to evaluating traditional segmentation algorithms).

In contrast to the traditional image segmentation scenario, many real-world applications of image seg-

mentation instead focus on identifying those pixels belonging to aspecificobject or objects (which we will

call targeted segmentation) for which there are some known characteristics. In this chapter, we focus only

on the extraction of a single object (i.e., labeling each pixel asobject or background). The segmentation

of a specific object from the background isnot just a special case of the traditional image segmentation

problem which is restricted to two labels. Instead, a targeted image segmentationalgorithm must input the

additional information that determineswhichobject is being segmented. This additional information, which

we will call target specification, can take many forms: user interaction, appearance models, pairwise pixel

affinity models, contrast polarity, shape models, topology specification, relational information and/or feature
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inclusion. The ideal targeted image segmentation algorithm could input any or all of the target specification

information that is available about the target object and use it to produce a high-quality segmentation.

Graph-theoretic methods have provided a strong basis for approachingthe targeted image segmentation

problem. One aspect of graph-theoretic methods that has made them so appropriate for this problem is

that it is fairly straightforward to incorporate different kinds of target specification (or, at least, to prove

that they are NP-Hard). In this chapter, we begin by showing how the imagegraph may be constructed

to accommodate general target specification and review several of the most prominent models for targeted

image segmentation, with an emphasis on their commonalities. Having established the general models, we

show specifically how the various types of target specification may be usedto identify the target object.

A targeted image segmentation algorithm consists of two parts — Atarget specificationwhich identifies

the desired object and aregularizationwhich completes the segmentation from the target specification. The

goal of the regularization algorithm is to incorporate as little or as much target specification that is avail-

able and still produce a meaningful segmentation of the target object undergeneric assumptions of object

cohesion. We first treat different methods of performing the regularization in a general framework before

discussing how targeting information can be combined with the regularization. In our opinion, the regular-

ization is the core piece of a targeted segmentation algorithm and defines the primary difference between

different algorithms. The target specification informs the algorithm what isknownabout the target object,

while the regularization determines the segmentation with an underlying model of objects that describes

what isunknownabout the object. Put differently, the various varieties of target specification may be com-

bined fairly easily with different types of regularization method, but it is the regularization component that

determines how the final output segmentation will be defined from that information.

The exposition will generally be in terms ofnodesandedgesrather than pixels or voxels. Although

nodes are typically identified with pixels or voxels, we do not want to limit our exposition to 2D or 3D

(unless otherwise specified) and we additionally want to also allow for graphs representing images derived

from superpixels or more general structures (see Chapter??).

Before beginning, we note that targeted image segmentation is very similar to the alpha-matting prob-

lem in Chapter?? and many of the methods strongly overlap. The main difference between targeted image

segmentation and alpha-matting is that alpha-matting necessarily produces a real-valued blending coeffi-

cient at each pixel while targeted segmentation ultimately seeks to identify which pixels belong to the object

(although real-valued confidences can be quite useful in targeted segmentation problems). Moreover, the lit-

erature on alpha-matting and targeted segmentation is typically focused on different aspects of the problem.

Alpha-matting algorithms are usually interactive with the assumption that most pixelsare labeled except

those at the boundary (atrimap input). The focus for alpha-matting algorithms is therefore on getting a

meaningful blending coefficient for pixels that contain some translucencysuch as hair or fur. In contrast,
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the focus in targeted segmentation algorithms is on both interactive or automatic solutions in which there

are few or no prelabeled pixels. Targeted image segmentation methods using graphs are also closely related

to semi-supervised clustering algorithms. The primary differences betweentargeted image segmentation

and semi-supervised clustering are: 1) The graph in image segmentation is typically a lattice rather than

an arbitrary network, 2) The pixels in image segmentation are embedded inR
N, while a semi-supervised

clustering may not have an embedding, 3) Pixels are associated with values (e.g., RGB) while points to be

clustered may not be. The effect of these differences is that some waysof providing target specification in

image segmentation may not apply to semi-supervised clustering, such as shape, appearance models, genus

or object features.

1.1 The Regularization of Targeted Image Segmentation

Many algorithms have been proposed for regularizing the targeted image segmentation problem. One class

of algorithms were formulated originally in a continuous domain and optimized usingactive contours or

level sets. More recently, a second set of algorithms have been formulated directly on a graph (or reformu-

lated on a graph from the original continuous definition) and optimized using various methods in combina-

torial and convex optimization. Algorithms in both classes ultimately take the form offinding a minimum

of the energy

E(x) = Eunary(x)+λEbinary(x), (1.1)

in which xi ∈ R, 0≤ xi ≤ 1 and any pixels known to belong to the object (foreground) set,vi ∈ F, would

be assignedxi = 1 and any pixels known to belong to the background set,vi ∈ B, would be assignedxi = 0.

The parameterλ may be used to control the relative weighting of the two terms (i.e., to modulate the

confidence of the information represented by each term). Any pixels with known labels are termedseeds

or sometimesscribbles (since they are often provided interactively). The value ofx at a pixel therefore

represents the affinity of that pixel to belong to object (and may also be interpreted as the success probability

of a Bernoulli distribution modeling the pixel label [9]). Given anx that minimizes (1.1), a hard segmentation

may be produced by assigning a pixel with valuexi > θ = 0.5 to theobjectand a pixel with valuexi ≤ θ

to thebackground. Since the explicit goal of a targeted segmentation algorithm is to find a hard (binary)

segmentation, it may seem strange that the above formulation performs the optimization over a real-valuedx

and sets a threshold, since it is well known thatrelaxinga general binary optimization problem to real values

and thresholding can produce a suboptimal solution to the binary optimization problem [10]. However,

as we will see shortly, several targeted segmentation algorithms which are not derived from optimization

problems may be computed by performing the above optimization over real values and then thresholding

at 0.5. Consequently, for these algorithms, there is no “relaxation” since the algorithms are not defined
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by optimization problems except insofar as the computations to perform the algorithms may be viewed

as a continuous-valued optimization. Furthermore, it has been shown that those segmentation algorithms

reviewed below which are defined as binary optimization problems still produce minimal binary solutions,

whether they are optimized over binary variables or whether the solution is produced by thresholding a

real-valued solution.

The first term in (1.1) is called theunaryterm since it is formulated as a function of each node indepen-

dently. Similarly, thebinary term is formulated as a function of both nodes and edges. Theunary term is

sometimes called thedata or region term and thebinary term is sometimes called theboundary term. In

this work we will prefer the termsunaryandbinary to describe these terms, since we will see that the unary

and binary terms are used to represent many types of target specificationbeyond just data and boundaries.

All of the regularization methods discussed in this section are formulated on aprimal graph in which

each pixel is associated with a node to be labeled. This formulation has the longest history in the image

segmentation literature and it is now best understood how to perform targetspecification with different

information for regularization algorithms with this formulation. Furthermore, primal methods are easy to

apply in 3D since we can simply associate each voxel with a node. Recently, various authors have been

looking into formulations of regularization and target specification on thedualgraph (starting with [11, 12]

and then extended by [13, 14, 15, 16]), but this thread is too recent to further review here. See [17, 12] for

more information on primal and dual graphs in this context.

1.1.1 The Power Watershed formalism

Five prominent algorithms for targeted image segmentation were shown to unite under a single form of the

unary and binary terms that differ only by a parameter choice. Specifically, if we let the unary and binary

terms equal (termed thebasic energy modelin [17])

Eunary(x) = ∑
vi∈V

wq
Bi |xi −0|p +wq

Fi |xi −1|p, (1.2)

and

Ebinary(x) = ∑
ei j∈E

wq
i j |xi −x j |

p, (1.3)

then Table1.1shows how different targeted segmentation algorithms are derived from differing values ofp

andq. The values and meaning of the unary object weight,wFi , unary background weight,wBi , and binary

weightswi j vary with respect to the target specification and are discussed more extensively in Section1.2.

Unless otherwise stated, we assume thatwFi ,wBi > 0, ∀vi ∈ V andwi j > 0, ∀ei j ∈ E. Specifically, it was

shown in [18, 9, 19, 20] that the graph cuts algorithm [21, 22], the random walker algorithm [23], the shortest

paths (geodesic) algorithm [24, 25], the conventional watershed algorithm [26] and the power watershed
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algorithm [27] could all be seen a providing a solution to the same energy (with different parameters), despite

very different motivations and optimization methods. Specifically, the graph cuts algorithm optimizes the

energy with a max-flow computation [28], the random walker algorithm optimizes the energy with a linear

system solve, the shortest paths algorithm uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to perform the optimization (or [29])

and the two watershed algorithms use speciality algorithms devised for this optimization which are detailed

in [26, 27]. It is important to note that the random walker and shortest paths algorithmsare not motivated

by optimization problems, but rather by determining the likelihood that a random walker first reaches a seed

or by determining which pixel is connected by shortest path to the seeds. Infact, it is quite surprising that

the random walker and shortest path algorithms, with motivations not derived from optimization, can still be

viewed as the thresholded solutions to an optimization problem. However, it is important not to confuse the

fact that random walker and shortest paths are equivalent to thresholding continuous optimization problems

with a relaxation of a binary optimization problem. In fact, it is surprising that theoptimization problems

representing each algorithm (regardless of formulation) are so directly related to each other with simple

parameter changes.

The generalized shortest path algorithm may also be considered to furthersubsume additional algo-

rithms. In particular, the Image Foresting Transform [24] showed that algorithms based on fuzzy connect-

edness [30, 31] could also be viewed as special cases of the shortest path algorithm (albeit with a different

notion of distance). Furthermore, the GrowCut algorithm [32], derived in terms of cellular automata, was

also shown to be equivalent to the shortest path based algorithm [33]. Consequently, the GrowCut algorithm

can be seen as directly belonging to the framework described in Table1.1, while the fuzzy connectedness

algorithms are closely related (it has been suggested in [34] that fuzzy connectedness segmentation is ob-

tained by a binary optimization of the case forp → ∞ andq → ∞). A recent treatment of the connection

between these algorithms, fuzzy connectedness and a few other algorithmsmay be found in Miranda and

Falc̃ao [35].

The optimization of fractional values ofp was considered in [36, 9], in which this algorithm was termed

P-brushand optimized using iterative reweighted least squares. Additionally, it was shown in [36, 9] that

the optimal solutions are strongly continuous asp varies smoothly. Consequently, a choice ofq finite and

p = 1.5 would yield an algorithm which was a hybrid of graph cuts and random walker. It was shown in

[18, 36, 9] that if q is finite, lower values ofp create solutions with increased shrinking bias, while higher

values ofp create solutions with increased sensitivity to the locations of user-defined seeds. Furthermore,

it was shown that the metrication artifacts are removed forp = 2 (due to the connection with the Laplace

equation [9]), but are present for thep = 1 andp = ∞ solutions.

The regularization algorithms in the power watershed framework all assume that some object and back-

ground information is specified in the form of hard constraints or unary terms. In practice, it is possible
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❅
❅

❅
❅❅

p

q
finite ∞

1 Graph cuts Watershedp = 1

2 Random walker Power watershedp = 2

∞ ℓ1 norm Voronoi Shortest Paths (geodesics)

Table 1.1: Minimization of the general model presented in (1.1) with (1.2) and (1.3) leads to several well-

known algorithms in the literature. This connection is particularly surprising since the random walker and

shortest path algorithms were not originally formulated or motivated in the context of an energy optimiza-

tion. Furthermore, graph cuts is often viewed as a binary optimization algorithm,even though optimization

of (1.1) for a real-valued variable leads to a cut of equal length (after thresholding the real-valued solu-

tion). Note that “∞” is used to indicate the solution obtained as the parameter approaches infinity (see [27]

for details). The expression “ℓ1 norm Voronoi” is intended to represent an intuitive understanding of this

segmentation on a 4-connected (2D) or 6-connected (3D) lattice.

that the object is specified using only object hard constraints or unary terms. In this case, it is possible to

extend the models in the power watershed framework with a generic background term such as a balloon

force [37, 38] or by using the isoperimetric algorithm [5, 39], as shown in [17]

1.1.2 Total variation and continuous max-flow

One concern about thep = 1 and finiteq model above (Graph Cuts) is the metrication issues that can arise

as a result of the segmentation boundary being measured by the edges cut,which creates a dependence

on the edge structure of the image lattice [9]. This problem has been addressed in the literature [40, 41]

by adding more edges, but this approach can sometimes create computationalproblems (such as memory

usage), particularly in 3D image segmentation. Consequently, the total variation and continuous max-flow

algorithms are sometimes preferred over graph cuts because they (approximately) preserve the geometrical

description of the solution as minimizing boundary length (surface area), but also reduce metrication errors

(without additional memory) by using a formulation at thenodesin order to preserve rotational invariance

[42, 43, 44, 20].

The total variation (TV) functional is most often expressed using a continuous domain (first used in

computer vision by [45, 46]). However, formulations on a graph have been considered [47, 48]. Although

TV was initially considered for image denoising, it is natural to apply the same algorithm to targeted seg-

mentation by using an appropriate unary term and interpretation of the variable [44, 17]. In the formalism

given in (1.1), the segmentation algorithm by total variation has the same unary term as (1.2), but the binary
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term is given by [48]

ETV
binary(x) = ∑

vi∈V

(

∑
j,∀ei j∈E

wi j |xi −x j |
2

)
p
2

. (1.4)

However, note that some authors have preferred a node weighting for TV, which would instead give

ETV
binary(x) = ∑

vi∈V

wi

(

∑
j,∀ei j∈E

|xi −x j |
2

)
p
2

. (1.5)

Since our discussions in Section1.2will treat node weights as belonging to the unary term and edge weights

as belonging to the binary term, we will explicitly prefer the formulation given in (1.4).

Optimization of the TV functional is generally more complicated than optimization of any of the algo-

rithms in the power watershed framework. The TV functional is convex andmay therefore be optimized

with gradient descent [48], but this approach is typically too slow to be useful in many practical image

segmentation situations. However, fast methods for performing TV optimizationhave appeared recently

[49, 50, 51, 52], which makes these methods more competitive in speed compared to the algorithmsin the

power watershed framework described in Section1.1.1.

The dual problem to minimizing the TV functional is often considered to be the continuous max-flow

(CMF) problem [53, 54]. However, more recent studies have shown that this duality is fragile in thesense

that weighted TV and weighted max-flow are not always dual in the continuous domain [55] and that stan-

dard discretizations of both TV and CMF are not strongly dual to each other (weighted or unweighted) [20].

Consequently, it seems best to consider the CMF problem to be a separate,but related, problem to TV.

Although CMF was introduced into the image segmentation literature in its continuousform [42], subse-

quent work has shown how to write the CMF problem on an arbitrary graph[20]. This graph formulation

of the continuous max-flow problem (termedcombinatorial continuous max-flow) is not equivalent to the

standard max-flow problem formulated on a graph by Ford and Fulkerson[56]. The difference between

combinatorial continuous max-flow (CCMF) and conventional max-flow is that the capacity constraints for

conventional max-flow are defined on edges, while the capacity constraints for CCMF are defined on nodes.

As with TV, this formulation on nodes affords a certain rotational independence which leads to a reduction

of metrication artifacts.

The native CMF and CCMF problems do not have explicit unary terms in the sense defined in (1.1),

although such terms could be added via the dual of these algorithms. The incorporation of unary terms

into the CCMF model was addressed specifically in [20]. Furthermore, both the CMF and CCMF problems

for image segmentation were formulated using node weights [42, 20] to represent unary terms as well as

flow constraints (similar to the second TV represented in (1.5)). However, as with the second TV, this use

of node weights in both contexts does not fit the formalism adopted in Section1.2. Although the standard

formulations use node weights for the “binary” term (the capacity constraints), this could be easily modified
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to adopt edge weights in the manner formulated by [53] for the continuous formulation of CMF or adopted

by [48] for the formulation of an edge-weighted TV. A fast optimization method for the CCMF problem was

given by Couprieet al. in [20].

1.2 Target specification

In the previous discussion we discussed the basic regularization models underlying a variety of targeted

segmentation algorithms. However, before these regularization models can be applied for targeted object

segmentation it is necessary to specify additional information. Specifically, the targeting information may

be encoded on the graph by manipulating unary term weights, binary term weights, constraints and/or extra

terms to (1.1). Therefore, some types of target specification will have little effect on our ability to find

exact solutions for the algorithms in Section1.1, while other kinds of target specification force us to employ

approximate solutions only (e.g., the objective function becomes nonconvex).

In this section we will review a variety of ways to provide a target specification that have appeared in

the literature. In general, multiple sources of target specification may be combined by simply including

all constraints, or by adding together the weights defining the unary term and binary term specifications.

However, note thatsomeform of target specification is necessary to produce a nontrivial solution of the

regularization algorithms in Section1.1. While discussing different methods of target specification, we will

deliberately be neutral to the choice of underlying regularization model thatwas presented in Section1.1.

The general form of all the models given in (1.1) can accommodate any of the target specification methods

that will be reviewed, since each model can utilize target information encoded in user interaction, additional

terms, unary node weights and/or binary edge weights.

1.2.1 Segmentation targeting with user interaction

An easy way of specifying the target object is to allow a user to specify the desired object. By building a

system that can incorporate user interaction, it becomes possible to distribute a system that is capable of seg-

menting a variety of (a priori unknown) targets rather than a single known target. Present-day image editing

software (e.g., Adobe Photoshop) always includes some sort of interactive targeted image segmentation tool.

There are essentially three methods in the literature to allow a user to specify thetarget object. The first

method is to label some pixels inside/outside the object, the second method is to specify some indication

of the object boundary and the third is to specify the sub-region within the image that contains the object.

Figure1.2.1gives an example of these methods of user interaction.
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(a) Seeds/scribbles (b) Bounding box (c) Rough boundary specifica-

tion

(d) Bounding polygon

Figure 1.1: Different user interaction modes that have been used to specify the segmentation target. These

interaction modes may also be populated automatically (e.g., by finding a boundingbox automatically).

Seeds and scribbles

In this user interaction mode, the user specifies labels (typically with a mouse or touchscreen) for some

pixels inside the target object and for some pixels outside the object. These user-labeled pixels are often

called seeds, scribbles or hard constraints. Assume that all pixels labeled object (foreground) belong

to the setF and all pixels labeled background belong to setB whereF∩B = /0. These seeds are easily

incorporated into (1.1) by performing the optimization subject to the constraints thatxi = 1 if vi ∈ F and

xi = 0 if vi ∈ B.

An equivalent way of writing these seeds is to cast them as unary terms, such that (in the context of

(1.2)) wFi = ∞ if vi ∈ F andwBi = ∞ if vi ∈ B. In this way, the unary terms effectively enforce the hard

constraints. Enforcement of the seeds through unary terms has two advantages. The first advantage is that

the grid structure of the image lattice is not disrupted by adding a unary term, which can be important for the

efficient implementation of some algorithms (see [57]). The second advantage is that the unary formulation

of the seeds allows one to incorporate some level of uncertainty in the seed locations by setting the weights to

some finite value instead of infinity. In this setting, a smaller weight encodes lessconfidence in the location

while a larger weight encodes greater confidence. Note that it is possibleto incorporate some seeds as hard

constraints and others as unary terms. In this way, one may build a system that requires only object seeds

(set as hard constraints) in which the background seeds were set at every other pixel (i.e.,B = V−F) via

low-weight unary terms. Consequently, the user would only need to provide object interactions to specify

the target, which would reduce the amount of user time necessary to achievethe segmentation.

Other interfaces for user seeding have also been explored in the literature. For example, Heileret al.

[58] suggested allowing the user to specify that two pixelsbelong to different labelswithout specifying

which pixel is object and which is background. This sort of interaction maybe incorporated by introducing

a negative edge weight to encode repulsion [59]. Specifically, ifvi andv j are specified to have an opposite
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label, this constraint can be encoded by introducing a new edgeei j with weight wi j = −∞, which forces

the optimization in (1.1) to place these nodes on opposite sides of the partition. Note, however, that the

introduction of negative edge weights requires an explicit constraint on the optimization in (1.1) to force

0≤ xi ≤ 1 in order to avoid the possibility of an unbounded solution.

Object boundary specification

Another natural user interface is to roughly specify part or all of the desired object boundary. This boundary

specification has been encoded into the above algorithms in one of two ways —By editing a polygon or by

providing a soft brush. Boundary specification is substantially different in 2D and 3D segmentation, since

2D object boundaries are contours and 3D object boundaries are surfaces. In general, approaches which

have used boundary specification have operated mainly in 2D image segmentation.

A similar boundary-based approach to interactively specify the object boundary was proposed by Wang

et al. [60], who asks the user to freehand paint the boundary with a large brush (circle) such that the true

boundary lies inside the painted region. Given this painted region (which theauthors assumed could be

painted quickly), hard constraints for the object label were placed on theinside of the user-painted boundary

and hard constraints for the background label were placed on the outside of the user-painted boundary. See

Chapter?? for more details on this user interface.

Sub-region specification

Sub-region specification was introduced to save the user time, as an alternative to placing seeds or marking

the object boundary (even roughly). The most common approach to sub-region specification has been to

ask the user to draw a box surrounding the target object [61, 62, 63, 64]. This interface is convenient for a

user, but also has the advantage that it is easy to connect to an automatic preprocessing algorithm to produce

a fully automated segmentation, e.g., by using machine learning with a sliding windowto find the correct

bounding box (a Viola-Jones type detector [65]). We showed with a user study in [64] that a single box input

was sufficient to fully specify a target object over a wide variety of object sizes, shapes, backgrounds and

homogeneity levels, even when the images do not contain explicit semantic content.

Rotheret al. [61] introduced one of the most well-known methods for making use of the bounding box

interface for segmentation called GrabCut. In the GrabCut algorithm background constraints are placed on

the outside of the user-supplied box, while allowing an appearance model todrive the object segmentation

in an iterative manner (see Section1.2.2). Lempitskyet al. [62] suggested constraining the segmentation

such that the user-drawn box is tightly fit to the resulting segmentation, which they term thetightness

prior. Gradyet al. [64] adopted the same interface for the PIBS algorithm (Probabilistic Isoperimetric
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Box Segmentation) which used no unary term, but instead set directed edgeweights based on an estimate

of the object appearance probability for each pixel and applied the isoperimetric segmentation algorithm

[5, 39] with the bounding box set as background seeds.

1.2.2 Segmentation targeting with appearance information

The purpose of an appearance model is to use statistics about the distribution of intensity/color/texture/etc.

inside and outside the object to specify the target object. In most cases, appearance models are incorporated

as unary terms in the segmentation. Broadly speaking, there are two approaches to appearance modeling. In

the first approach, the model is established once prior to performing segmentation. In the second approach,

the appearance model is learned adaptively from the segmentation to produce a joint estimation of both the

appearance model and the image segmentation.

Prior appearance models

In the earliest appearance of these targeted segmentation models, it was assumed that the probability was

known that would match the image intensity/color at each pixel to an object or background label. Specifi-

cally, if gi represents the intensity/color at pixelvi , then it was assumed thatp(gi |xi = 1) and p(gi |xi = 0)

were known. The representation ofp(gi |xi) may be parametric or nonparametric. Presumably, these proba-

bilities are based on training data or knowna priori (as in the classical case of binary image segmentation).

Given known values of the probabilities,p(gi |xi = 1) andp(gi |xi = 0), these probabilities are used to affect

the unary terms in the above model by setting, for (1.2), wFi = p(gi |xi = 1) andwBi = p(gi |xi = 0). Note

that wFi = − log(p(gi |xi = 1)) andwBi = − log(p(gi |xi = 0)) have also been used instead in conjunction

with a derivation from an Markov Random Field (see [21]).

If the probability models are not knowna priori, then they may be estimated from user-drawn seeds [22].

Specifically, the seeds may be viewed as asampleof the object and background distributions. Consequently,

these samples may be used with a kernel estimation method to estimatep(gi |xi = 1) andp(gi |xi = 0). When

g represents multichannel image data (e.g., color) then a parametric method, such as a Gaussian Mixture

Model, is typically preferred [66].

In addition to modelingp(gi |xi) directly, several groups have used a transformed version ofgi to establish

unary terms. The purpose of this transformation is to model objects with a more complex appearance,

which may be better characterized by a texture than by a simple intensity/color distribution. Specifically,

transformations which appear in the literature include the outputs of textons/filterbanks [67], structure

tensors [68, 69], tensor voting [70] or features learned on-the-fly from image patches [71]. Formally, we

may view these methods as estimatingp(gWi |xi) whereWi is a window of pixels centered on pixelvi .
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Sometimes the target segmentation has a known shape that can be exploited to model p(gWi |xi) by

estimating the similarity of a window around pixelvi to the known shape. This matching may be viewed

as the application of a shape filter to produce a response that is interpretedas p(gWi |xi). Shape filters of

this nature have usually been applied to elongated or vessel-like objects. Vessel-like objects have frequently

been detected using properties of the Hessian matrix associated with a windowcentered on a pixel. Frangi

et al. [72] used the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix to define avesselness measurethat was applied in

Freimanet al. [73] as a unary term for defining the vesselness score. A similar approach was used by

Esneaultet al. [74] who used a cylinder matching function to estimatep(gWi |xi) and gave a unary term for

the segmentation of vessel-like objects. Using shape information in this way is fundamentally different from

the shape models described in Section1.2.4since the use of shape information here is to directly estimate

p(gWi |xi) via a filter response, while the models in Section1.2.4use the fit of a top-down model to fit a

unary term.

Optimized appearance models

Models in the previous section assumed that the appearance models were knowna priori or could be inferred

from a presentation of the image and/or user interaction. However, one mayalso view the appearance model

as a variable which may be inferred from the segmentation process. In this setting, we may rewrite (1.1) as

E(P,x) = Eunary(P,x)+λEbinary(P,x), (1.6)

in which P represents the appearance model, i.e.,P is shorthand forwFi andwBi . Segmentation algorithms

which take this form typically alternate between iterations in which (1.6) is optimized forx relative to a

fixed P and then optimized forP relative to a fixedx. This alternation is a result of the difficulty in finding

a joint global optimization for bothP andx, and the fact that each iteration of the alternating optimization

approach is guaranteed to produce a solution with lower or equal energyfrom the previous iteration.

The most classic approach with an optimized appearance model is the Mumford-Shah model [75, 76] in

which wFi andwBi are a function of an idealized object and background image,a andb. Specifically, we

may follow [77] to write the piecewise smooth Mumford-Shah model as

E(P,x) =
(

xT (g−a)2)+(1− x)T (
g−b)2)

)

+µ
(

xT |A|T (Aa)2 +(1− x)T |A|T (Ab)2
)

+λEbinary(x),

(1.7)

whereA is the incidence matrix (see definition in Chapter??). Theµ andλ parameters are free parameters

used to weight the relative importance of the terms. The form presented here represents a small generaliza-

tion of the classic form, also in [77], in which x was assumed to be binary andEbinary(x) = ∑ei j
wi j |xi −x j |,

i.e., thatp = q = 1 in (1.3). The optimization of (1.7) may be performed by alternating steps in whicha,
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b are fixed andx is optimized with steps in whichx is fixed ana, b are optimized. Since each alternating

iteration of the optimization is convex, the energy of successive solutions willmonotonically decrease.

A simplified version of the Mumford-Shah model is known as the piecewise constant model (also called

the Chan-Vese model [78]) in which a andb are represented by constant functions (i.e.,ai = k1,∀vi ∈ V and

bi = k2,∀vi ∈ V). We may write the piecewise constant Mumford-Shah model as

E(P,x) =
(

xT (g−k11)2 +(1− x)T (g−k21)2
)

+λEbinary(x). (1.8)

Therefore the piecewise constant Mumford-Shah model neglects the second term in (1.7). The same alter-

nating optimization of (1.8) is possible, except that the optimization fora andb is extremely simple, i.e.,

ai = k1 = xTg

xT1
andbi = k2 = (1−x)Tg

(1−x)T1
.

A similar optimized appearance model was presented in the GrabCut algorithm [61] which was applied

to color images. In this approach, the object and background color distributions were modeled as two

Gaussian mixture models (GMM) with unknown parameters. Specifically, GrabCut optimizes the model

E(θ,x) = H(θF,g,x)+H(θB,g,(1− x))+λEbinary(x), (1.9)

in whichθ represents the parameters for the GMM andH(θF,gi ,xi) represents the (negative log) probability

thatgi belongs to the object GMM (see [61] for more details). As with the optimization of the Mumford-

Shah models, the optimization of the GrabCut energy also proceeds by alternating between estimation ofx

(given a fixedθF andθB) and estimation ofθF andθB (given a fixedx).

1.2.3 Segmentation targeting with boundary information

A widespread method for specifying a target is to impose a model of the targetobject boundary appearance

which may be incorporated into the edge weights of the binary term in (1.3). Depending on the form

of the boundary regularization, the edge weights represent either theaffinity between pixels (i.e., small

weight indicates a disconnect between pixels) or thedistancebetween pixels (i.e., large weight indicates

a disconnect between pixels). These descriptions are reciprocal to each other, as described in [17], i.e.,

waffinity = 1
wdistance

. To simplify our discussion in this section, we assume that the edge weights represent

affinityweights.

The most classical approach to incorporating boundary appearance into a targeted segmentation method

is to assume that the object boundary is more likely to pass between pixels with large image contrast. The

functions which are typically used to encode boundary contrast were originally developed in the context of

nonconvex descriptions of the image denoising problem [79, 80, 81] and later enshrined in the segmentation

literature via the normalized cuts method [3] and the geodesic active contour method [82]. Since these
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weighting functions may be derived from corresponding M-estimators [83, 17] we use the termWelsch

functionto describe

wi j = exp
(

−β||gi −g j ||
2
2

)

, (1.10)

andCauchy functionto describe

wi j =
1

1+β||gi −g j ||22
, (1.11)

wheregi represents the intensity (grayscale) value or a color (or multispectral) vector associated with pixel

vi . In practice, these edge weighting functions are often slightly altered to avoid zero weights (which can dis-

connect the graph) and to accommodate the dynamic range in different images. To avoid zero edge weights,

a small constant may be added (e.g.,ε = 1e−6). The dynamic range of an image may be accommodated by

dividing β by a constantρ whereρ = maxei j ||gi −g j ||
2
2 or ρ = meanei j ||gi −g j ||

2
2. Another possibility for

choosingρ more robustly is to choose the edge difference corresponding to the 90th percentile of all edge

weights (as done in [80]). In one study comparing the effectiveness of the Welsch and Cauchyfunctions, it

was determined that the Cauchy function performed slightly better on average (and is also computationally

less expensive to compute at runtime) [84].

One problem with the assumption that the object boundary passes between pixels with large image con-

trast is that the difference between the target object and its boundary maybe more subtle than some contrasts

present in the image. For example, soft tissue boundaries in a medical computed tomography image are

often much lower contrast than the tissue/air boundaries present at the lung or external body interfaces. An-

other problem is that the contrast model is only appropriate for objects with asmooth appearance, but is less

appropriate for textured objects. To account for low contrast or textured objects, the weighting functions in

(1.10) and (1.11) may be modified by replacinggi with H(gi) whereH is a function which maps raw pixel

content to a transform space where the object appearance is relativelyconstant. For example, if the target ob-

ject exhibits a striped texture, thenH could represent the response of a “stripe filter” which causes the target

object to produce a relatively uniform response. In fact, any of the appearance models described in Section

1.2.2can be used to establish more sophisticated boundary models by adoptingH(gi) = p(gi |xi = 1). This

sort of model can be very effective even when the target object has arelatively smooth appearance, since it

can be used to detect boundaries which are more subtle in the original image [84, 64].

Boundary polarity

A problem with the boundary models in the previous section is that they describe the probability that the

boundary passes between two pixels without accounting for thedirectionof the transition [85]. This problem

is illustrated in Figure1.2which shows how a more subtle correct boundary may be overwhelmed by astrong

boundary with the wrong transition. Alternately, we may say that the target specification may be ambiguous
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without a specification of the boundary polarity, as illustrated in Figure1.2.

A model of the target object appearance allows us to specify that the target segmentation boundary

transitions from the pixels which have the object appearance to pixels whichdo not [86]. Mechanically,

this polarity model has been specified by formulating the graph models on adirectedgraph in which each

undirected edgeei j is replaced by two directed edgesei j andeji such thatwi j andw ji may or may not be

equal [85, 86]. Given an appearance model from Section1.2.2, it was proposed in [86] to formulate these

directed edges via

wi j =











exp
(

−β1||H(gi)−H(g j)||
2
2

)

if H(gi) > H(g j),

exp
(

−β2||H(gi)−H(g j)||
2
2

)

else,
(1.12)

whereβ1 > β2. In other words, boundary transitions from pixels matching the target object appearance to

pixels that do not are less costly (from the standpoint of energy minimization). Note that the same approach

could be applied using the Cauchy weighting formula.

Edge weights have been shown to play the role on a graph that corresponds to themetricin conventional

multivariate calculus [17]. In this respect, it was shown that the weights of a directed graph could be viewed

specifically as representing a Finsler metric on a graph [87].

1.2.4 Segmentation targeting with shape information

Object shape is a natural and semantic descriptor for specifying a targetsegmentation. However, even se-

mantically, the description of object shape can take many forms, from general descriptions (e.g., “The object

is elongated”) to parametric descriptions (e.g., “The object is elliptical” or “The object looks like a leaf”)

and feature-driven descriptions (e.g., “The object has four long elongated parts and one short elongated

part connected to a broad base”). Targeted segmentation algorithms usingshape information have followed

the same patterns of description. In this section we will cover bothimplicit (general) shape descriptions

andexplicit (parametric) shape descriptions. The discussion on feature-driven object descriptions will be

postponed to Section1.2.5.

It is important to distinguish between those shape models in which the graph is being used to regularize

theappearanceof a shape feature and those models in which theregularizationprovides the shape model.

To illustrate this point, consider the segmentation of elongated shapes. The shape can be encoded by either

a standard regularization of an elongation appearance measure (e.g., a vesselness measure from Section

1.2.2with TV or random walker regularization) or by a regularization that biasesthe segmentation toward

elongated solutions (e.g., a curvature regularization) or both. Put differently, we must distinguish between

a data/unary term that measures elongation and a binary or higher order term that promotes elongation.

Section1.2.2treated the appearance-based type and this section treats the regularization type.
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(a) Undirected (b) Polarity (high to low) (c) Polarity (low to high)

(d) Undirected (e) Polarity (high to low) (f) Polarity (low to high)

(g) Object with ambiguous polarity (h) Symmetric segmentation (i) Segmentation with polarity

Figure 1.2: (a-f) Ambiguous synthetic images where the use of polarity can be used to appropriately specify

the target object. (g-i) A real image with ambiguous boundary polarity — It is unclear whether the endo-

cardium (inside) or epicardium (outside) is desired. Using an undirectedmodel chooses the endocardium

(inside) in one part of the segmentation and the epicardium (outside) in the other part. However, polarity

information can be used to specify the target as the endocardium (inside boundary).
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Implicit shape models

The targeted segmentation models described in Section1.1 implicitly favor large, compact (“blob-like”)

shapes. Specifically, for an object of fixed area with a single central seed, the targeted algorithms described

in Section1.1favor a circle (up to metrication artifacts) when applied on a graph with weightsderived from

Euclidean distance of the edge length. This property may be seen in graph cuts and TV because a circle

is the shape that minimizes the boundary length over all shapes with a fixed area (known classically from

the isoperimetric problem). The shortest path algorithm also finds a circle because the segmentation returns

all pixels within a fixed distance from the central seed (where the distance isfixed by the area constraint).

Similarly, the random walker algorithm also favors a circle, since the segmentation includes all pixels within

a fixed resistance distance (where the distance is fixed by the area constraint).

Although many target segmentation objects are compact in shape, it is not always the case. For an

example in medical imaging, thin blood vessels are a common segmentation target, asare thin surfaces such

as the grey matter in cerebral cortex. Segmenting these objects can be accomplished with the algorithms

in Section1.2 if the bias toward compact shapes can be overcome by a strong appearance term or a sharp

boundary contrast (leading to an unambiguous binary term via the edge weighting). However, in many real

images we cannot rely on strong appearance terms or boundary contrast. A variety of graph-based models

have been introduced recently that measure a discrete notion of thecurvatureof a segmentation boundary

[88, 89, 90, 14, 91]. Specifically, these models seek to optimize a discrete form of the elastica equation

proposed by Mumford [92], which he showed to embody the Bayes optimal solution of a model of curve

continuity. The continuous form of the elastica equation is

e(C ) =
Z

C

(a+bκ2)ds a,b > 0, (1.13)

whereκ denotes scalar curvature andds is the arc length element. At the time of writing, there are several

different ideas that have been published for writing an appropriate discretization of this model and per-

forming the optimization. Since it is not yet clear if these or some other idea will become preferred for

performing curvature optimization, we leave the details of the various methods tothe references.

Another implicit shape model in the literature biases the segmentation toward rectilinear shapes [93].

Specifically, this model takes advantage of the work by Zunic and Rosin [94] on rectilinear shape measure-

ment, who showed that the class of shapes which minimize the ratio

Q(P) =
Per1(P)

Per2(P)
, (1.14)

are rectilinear shapes (with respect to the specified X and Y axis). Here Per1(P) denotes theℓ1 perimeter of

shapeP according to the specified X and Y axis. Similarly, Per2(P) denotes the perimeter of shapeP with
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theℓ2 metric. In other words

Per1(P) =
R

|u′(t)|+ |v′(t)|dt, (1.15)

Per2(P) =
R

√

u′2(t)+v′2(t)dt, (1.16)

for some parametrizationu(t),v(t) of the shape boundaryP. Note that (1.14) does not provide a rotationally

invariant measure of rectilinearity (i.e., this approach assumes that the rectangular object roughly aligns

with the image axes). Noting that the perimeter of the segmentation may be measuredby anℓ1 or ℓ2 metric,

depending on the edge structure and weighting (see [93, 40]), it is possible to create two graphs to represent

the ℓ1 andℓ2 metrics, displayed in Figure1.2.4. Since a rectilinear shape is small inℓ1 compared toℓ2,

this method of implicit rectilinear shape segmentation was called theopposing metrics method. Given an

ℓ1 graph, represented by Laplacian matrixL1 and anℓ2 graph, represented by Laplacian matrixL2, a binary

indicator vectorx that minimizes the ratio

Erect(x) =
Per1(Ωx)

Per2(Ωx)
≈

xTL1x

xTL2x
, (1.17)

will be a rectilinear shape. Consequently, the term in (1.17) may be used as a regularization to implicitly bias

the segmentation toward a rectilinear shape. Note that the authors of [93] chose to relax the binary constraint

on x to produce a generalized eigenvector problem, which may be solved efficiently for sparse matrices

using established methods. A final observation of the energy in (1.17) is that the numerator fits precisely

into the power watershed framework in Section1.1, particularly (1.3). Consequently, one interpretation of

the opposing metrics method of [93] is that it relies on the same sort of binary regularization as before,

except that it uses a second graph (represented by the denominator) tomodify the implicit default shape

from a circle to a rectilinear shape.

In this section it was shown how most traditional first-order graph-basedsegmentation algorithms im-

plicitly bias the segmentation toward compact circular shapes. However, by modifying the functionals to

include the higher-order term of curvature it was possible to remove the bias toward compact shapes, mean-

ing that the energy was better suited for elongated objects such as blood vessels. Additionally, by further

modifying the functional to include a second graph (present in the denominator) it is possible to implicitly

bias the segmentation toward rectilinear objects. One advantage of these implicitmethods is that it has been

frequently demonstrated that a global optimum of the energy functional is possible to achieve, meaning that

the algorithms have no dependence on initialization. In the next section we consider those methods which

add an explicit shape bias by using training data or a parameterized shape.While this approach allows for

the targeting of more complex shapes, a global optimum becomes very hard to achieve, meaning that these

methods rely on a good initialization.
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(a) 4-unit triangle.

ℓ1 perimeter: 16, ℓ2

perimeter: 13.6569

(b) 4-unit square.

ℓ1 perimeter: 16, ℓ2

perimeter: 16

(c) Cut-measured

perimeter onL1 graph:

16

(d) Cut-measured

perimeter onL1 graph:

16

(e) Cut-measured

perimeter onL2 graph:

11.8317

(f) Cut-measured

perimeter onL2 graph:

13.9192

Figure 1.3: A rectilinear shape is known to minimize the ratio of the perimeter measured with anℓ1 metric

and the perimeter measured with anℓ2 metric [94]. It is possible to measure the perimeter of a object,

expressed as a cut, with respect to various metrics with arbitrary accuracy by adjusting the graph topology

and weighting [40]. The Opposing Metrics strategy for segmenting rectilinear shapes is to lookfor the

segmentation that minimizes the cut with respect to one graph,L1, while maximizing the cut with respect to

a second graph,L2.

Explicit shape models

One of the first approaches to incorporating an explicit shape model into graph-based segmentation was

by Slabaugh and Unal [95] who constrained the segmentation to return an elliptical object. The idea was

effectively to add a third term to the conventional energy,

E(x,θ) = Edata(x)+Ebinary(x)+Eellipse(x,θ), (1.18)

whereθ represents the parameters of an ellipse and

Eellipse(x,θ) = ∑
vi∈V

|Mθ
i −xi |, (1.19)

whereMθ represents the mask corresponding to the ellipse parameterized byθ such that pixels inside the

ellipse are marked ‘1’ and pixels outside the mask are marked ‘0’.

Since finding a global optimum of (1.18) is challenging, Slabaugh and Unal [95] performed an alternat-

ing optimization of (1.18) in which x was first optimized for with a fixedθ (in [95] this optimization was

performed only over a narrow band surrounding the current solution)and thenθ was optimized for a fixed

x. Although this formulation was introduced for an elliptical shape, it’s clear that it could be extended to

any parameterized shape.

A problem with the above approach to targeting with an explicit shape model is that complex shapes

may be difficult to effectively parameterize and fit to a fixed solution forx. Consequently, an alternative

approach is to use a shape template which can be fit to the current segmentation. This was the approach

adopted by Freedman and Zhang [96] who used a distance function computed on the fit template to modify

the edge weights to promote a segmentation matching the template shape.
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Freedman and Zhang’s method for incorporating shape information suffers from the fact that it does

not account for any shape variability, but rather assumes that the target segmentation for a particular image

closely matches the template. Shape variability of a template may be accounted for using a PCA decom-

position of a set of training shapes, as described in the classical work ofTsai et al. [97] using a level set

framework. A similar method of accounting for shape variability was formulatedon a graph by Zhu-Jacquot

and Zabih [98] who model the shape template,U , as

U = Ū +
K

∑
k=1

wkU
k, (1.20)

whereŪ is the mean shape andUk is thekth principal component of a set of training shapes. The weights

wk and the set of rigid transformations is optimized at each iteration of [98] with the current segmentationx

fixed. Then, the segmentationx is determined using the fit shape template to define a unary term (as opposed

to the binary term in [96]).

1.2.5 Segmentation targeting with object feature information

In some segmentation tasks, substantial training data is available to provide sufficient target specification

to specify the desired object. Typically, we assume that the training data contains both images and seg-

mentations of the desired object. From this training data, it may be possible to learn a set of characteristic

geometric or appearance features to describe the target object and relationships between those features.

One of the first methods to adopt this approach in the context of targeted graph-based segmentation

was the ObjCut method of Kumaret al. [99]. In this algorithm, the authors build on the work of pictorial

structures [100] and assume that the target object may be subdivided into a series of partsthat may vary

in relationship to each other. The composition of the model into parts (and their relationships) is directed

by the algorithm designer, but the appearance and variation of each part model is learned using the training

data. The algorithm operates by fitting the orientation and scale parameters ofthe parts and then using the

fitted pictorial structure model to define unary terms for the segmentation. Levin and Weiss build on this

work to employ a conditional random field to perform joint training of the model using both the high-level

module and the low-level image data [101].

1.2.6 Segmentation targeting with topology information

If the target object has a known topology, then it is possible to use this information to find an appropriate

segmentation. Unfortunately, specification of a global property of the segmentation, like topology, has been

challenging. Topology specification has seen increasing interest recently, however all of the work we are

aware of has focused on this sort of specification in the context of the graph cuts segmentation algorithm,
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in which the problems have generally been shown to be NP-Hard. Two typesof topology specification have

been explored in the literature — Connectivity and genus.

Connectivity specification

When the segmentation target is a single object, it is reasonable to assume that the object is connected

(although this assumption is not always correct, as in the case of occlusion). A segmentation,S, is considered

connected if∀vi ∈ S,v j ∈ S,∃ πi j ,s.t. if vk ∈ πi j , thenvk ∈ S.

In general, any of the segmentation methods in Section1.1do not guarantee that the returned segmenta-

tion is connected. However, under certain conditions, it is known that anyalgorithm in the power watershed

framework will guarantee connectivity. The conditions for guaranteed connectivity are: 1) No unary terms,

2) The set of object seeds is a connected set, 3) For all edges,wi j > 0. Given these conditions, any algorithm

in the power watershed framework produces a connected object, since thex value for every non-seeded node

is always between thex values of its neighbors, meaning that ifxi is above the 0.5 threshold (i.e., included

in the segmentationS), then it has at least one neighboring node which is also above threshold(i.e., included

in the segmentationS). More specifically, any solutionx which minimizes

E(x) = ∑
ei j∈E

wq
i j |xi −x j |

p, (1.21)

for some choice ofp≥ 0 andq≥ 0 has the property for any non-seeded node that

xi = argmin∑
j

wq
i j |xi −x j |

p, (1.22)

for established values of allx j . There is some maximumxmax and minimumxmin among the neighbors of

vi . Specifically, we know thatxmin ≤ xi ≤ xmax since anyxi lower thanxmin would give a larger value in the

argument of (1.22) thanxmin. The same argument applies toxmax, meaning that the optimalxi falls within the

range of its neighbors and consequently there exists a neighborv j for whichx j ≥ xi . SinceS is defined as the

set of all nodes for whichxi > 0.5, then any node inS contains at least one neighbor inS, meaning that there

is a connected path from any node inS to a object seed. By assumption, the set of object seeds is connected,

so every node insideS is connected to every other node insideS. Since this principle applies to any choice

of p andq, then under the above conditions the object is guaranteed to be connectedfor graph cuts, random

walker, shortest paths, watershed, power watershed and fuzzy connectedness. A slight modification of the

same argument also allows us to guarantee that TVSeg produces a connected object segmentation under

very similar conditions.

In practice, the conditions which guarantee connectedness of the segmentation may be violated in those

circumstances in which unary terms are used or where the set of input seeds is not connected. In these situa-

tions, it has been proven for graph cuts that the problem of finding the minimal solution while guaranteeing
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connectivity is NP-Hard [102]. To our knowledge, it is still unknown whether it is possible to guarantee

connectivity for any of the other algorithms in the power watershed framework. Vincenteet al. chose to ap-

proximate a related, but simpler, problem [103]. Specifically, Vincenteet al. consider that two points in the

image have been designated for connectivity (either interactively or automatically) and provide an algorithm

that generates a segmentation that approximately optimizes the graph cut criterion while guaranteeing the

connectivity of the designated points. Vincenteet al. then demonstrate that their algorithm will sometimes

find the global optimum, while guaranteeing connectivity of the designated points, on real-world images.

Nowozin and Lampert adopted a different approach to the problem of enforcing connectivity for the graph

cuts algorithm by instead solving a related optimization problem for the global optimum [104].

Genus specification

Many target objects have a known genus, particularly in biomedical imaging.This genus information can

help the algorithm avoid leaving internal voids (if the object is known to be simplyconnected) or falsely

filling voids when the object is known to have internal holes. There has been little work to date on genus

specification for targeted graph-based segmentation algorithms. The firstwork on this topic is by Zeng

et al. [102] who proved that it is NP-Hard to optimize the graph cuts criterion with a genusconstraint

(the other algorithms in the power watershed framework have not been examined with a genus constraint).

However, Zenget al. provide an algorithm that enforces a genus constraint (keeping the genus of an ini-

tial segmentation) while approximately optimizing the graph cuts criterion. Their algorithm is based on

the topology-preserving level sets work of [105] which uses thesimple pointconcept from digital topology

[106]. Effectively, if an algorithm adds or subtracts only simple points from an initial segmentation, then

the modified segmentation will have the same genus as the original. Zenget al. show that their algorithm

for genus preservation has the same asymptotic complexity as the graph cuts algorithm without genus con-

straints. The algorithm by Zenget al. for genus specification was further simplified and improved by Danek

and Maska [107]. Therefore, these genus specification algorithms can be used to enforce object connectivity

by making the initial input segmentation connected.

1.2.7 Segmentation targeting by relational information

Our focus in this chapter is on the specification of target information to definethe segmentation of a single

object. However, certain kinds of target specification can only be defined for an object in relation to other

objects. In this section, we examine this relational target specification and soslightly expand our scope

beyond single-object segmentation.

Similar to Chapter??, the goal of using relational information (sometimes known asgeometric con-
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A containsB

xA
i xB

i wi j

0 0 0

0 1 ∞

1 0 0

1 1 0

A excludesB

xA
i xB

i wi j

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 ∞

A attractsB

xA
i xB

i wi j

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 α

1 1 0

Table 1.2: Three types of relational information between two objects.

straints) is to enforce a certain geometrical relationship between two objects. Specifically, the following

relationships between two regions (‘A’ and ‘B’) were studied by Delong and Boykov [108]:

1. Containment:RegionB must be inside regionA, perhaps with a repulsion force between boundaries.

2. Exclusion: RegionsA andB cannot overlap at any pixel, perhaps with a repulsion force between

boundaries.

3. Attraction: Penalize the areaA−B, exterior toB, by some costα > 0 per unit area. ThusA will

prefer not to grow too far beyond the boundary ofB.

The basic idea of [108] is to create two graphs,GA =
{

VA,EA
}

andGB =
{

VB,EB
}

each to represent

the segmentation ofA or B. The segmentation ofA on GA is represented by the indicator vectorsxA (and

xB respectively forGB). Then, a new energy term is introduced

EGeometric

(

xA,xB

)

= ∑
vi∈VA ,v j∈VB

wi j (xi ,x j), (1.23)

meaning that the two graphsGA andGB are effectively fully connected with each other.

The weights to encode the three geometric relationships are given in1.2.7. Delong and Boykov studied

the optimization of (1.23) in the context of the graph cuts model and found that containment and attraction

are easy to optimize since the energy is submodular. However, the energy for the exclusion relationship

is nonsubmodular and therefore more challenging except under limited circumstances (see [108] for more

details). Furthermore, encoding these geometrical relationships for more than two objects can lead to opti-

mization problems for which a global optimum is not easy to obtain. Ulénet al. [109] applied this model to

cardiac segmentation and further expanded the discussion of encoding these constraints for multiple objects.

These geometric interactions have not been studied in the context of any ofthe other regularization models

of Section1.1, but they would be straightforward to incorporate.
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1.3 Conclusion

Traditional image segmentation seeks to subdivide an image into a series of meaningful objects. In contrast,

a targeted segmentation algorithm uses input target specification to determine aspecific desired object. A

targeted image segmentation algorithm consists of two parts — Atarget specificationwhich specifies the

desired object and aregularizationwhich completes the segmentation from the target specification. The

ideal regularization algorithm could incorporate as little or as much target specification that was available

and still produce a meaningful segmentation of the target object.

Targeted image segmentation algorithms have matured in recent years. Today, there are many effective

regularization methods available with efficient optimization algorithms. Additionally,many different types

of target specification have been accommodated, including prior informationabout appearance, boundary,

shape, user interaction, learned features, relational information and topology.

Despite this increasing maturity, more remains to be done. The regularization methods reviewed in

Section1.1are not as effective for segmenting elongated or sheet-like objects. Additionally, the use of prior

information about higher-order statistics of the target object have just started to be explored (see Chapter

?? for more on this topic). Finally, the exploration has been piecemeal of the optimization of different

types of target specification combined with different regularization methods(or combined with other types

of target specification) — The optimization of different regularization methods in the presence of different

types of target specification has not always been treated in the literature.We believe that the future will

see the development of new and exciting methods for regularization that may be optimized efficiently in the

presence of one or more different types of target specification, whichwill bring the community to the point

of effectively solving the targeted image segmentation problem.
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